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VERSION HISTORY 

Version Date Description 

1.0 11.09.2020 Content published on Marketplace. 

1.01 13.09.2020 
Fixed a bug where a pure function was crashing the packaged builds on 
Oculus Quest. 

1.02 05.10.2020 Fixed Valve Index controller position. 

   

 

KNOWN BUGS 

Bug Version Status Description 

HTC Vive Thumb 
Anim Wont Work 

Engine 
4.24, 4.25 

Engine Bug 
Unresolved 

Trackpad X and Y axis inputs only emits 0. That’s 
why thumb anim doesn’t work. 
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KNOWN LIMITATIONS 

Limitation Version Status Description 

HTC Cosmos Input 
Mappings 

All --- 
There are no input mappings for Cosmos in UE4. 
You will need the Wave plugin from HTC. 

Gear VR Input 
Mappings 

All --- 
Input mappings for GearVR has been depricated 
long time ago. You will need to implement your 
own. 

Valve Index 
Controller Position 

Fixed in 
1.02 

Fixed in 
1.02 

The pivot point of Index controller mesh weren’t in 
the proper location. So we placed it on our own. But 
since we don’t own one, we can’t test if its 
transform is proper. Please contact us if you own a 
Valve Index. 

Control Rig 
Engine 
4.24 

--- 
There are no option to export Level Sequence track 
as Anim Sequence in 4.24. You should use 4.25+ 

Auto Detect HMD All Unresolved 

This only works with Oculus HMDs at the moment. 
Adding other HMDs are possible but we don’t know 
how to identify them. Get HMD Device Name only 
returns SteamVR for other HMDs. Please contact us 
if you know how to identify them. 

    

Please contact us at support@nablavr.com or forum support thread if you have any questions, 

suggestions or bug reports.  
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OVERVIEW 
VR Immersive Hands is an optimized and easy to use system that adds immersiveness to VR 

applications. With this system, you can add animated controllers, animated hands and a realistic grabbing 

to your VR applications. 

 

Main Features  

1- Animated Hands and Controllers 

2- Grabbing and Placing  

Extra Feautes 

1- VR Pawn – Setup and ready to use for most projects 

2- UI Laser – Toggleable laser with 1 function 

3- Emote – Hand emotes with 1 function 

4- Auto Detect HMD – Target multiple HMDs. Can only detect Oculus HMDs out of the box 

5- VR Console – Send text to console with specified color from any BP with 1 function 

6- Auto Scroll – Smoothly scroll any widget with your laser 

7- Editor Script – Speed up repetitive task 

8- Hand Control Rig – Significantly speed up animation creation 

 

Note: The last two features needs Editor Scripting Utilities and Control Rig plugins from Epic Games 

to work. However, it’s not a requirement and the content will work without them.  
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ANIMATED HANDS AND CONTROLLERS 
(HAC) 

HAC is a feature that has been built with optimization in mind from the start. It uses Soft References 

and BP Interfaces to be as optimized as possible. So it only loads assets that are relevant. If your 

VR application supports multiple headsets, you don’t want Valve Index assets (controller, anims etc.) to 

be loaded when the headset is Oculus Quest.  

1. How to Use 

HAC can be used as just a hand, just a controller or both together.  

When used as just a hand, each finger can be blended independtly and grabbing system can be used.  

When used as just a controller, all buttons are animated according to the button press.  

When used as both, each finger is animated according to button capacitive touch and press.  

They can be set to be animated or not animated (optimized). Both hands are independent from each 

other. So you can have different visibility on each one. All you need to do is spawn BP_HACMaster or 

BP_HAC_Interactable (if you want to interact with objects) in your pawn.  
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It supports almost every controller on the market out of the box. Here is a list;  

 

- Valve Index * 

- HTC Vive, Pro (Tested) ** 

- HTC Cosmos *** 

- Oculus Rift 

- Oculus Rift S (Tested) 

- Oculus Quest (Tested) 

- Oculus Go 

- Gear VR **** 

- WMR 

 

* The pivot point of Index controller mesh weren’t in the proper location. So we placed it on our own. But 

since we don’t own one, we can’t test if its transform is proper. Please contact us if you own a Valve 

Index.  

** In 4.24, Trackpad X and Y axis inputs only emits 0. This is a bug from engine. That’s why thumb anim 

doesn’t work.  

*** There are no input mappings for Cosmos in UE4. You will need the Wave plugin from HTC.  

**** Input mappings for GearVR has been depricated long time ago. You will need to implement your 

own.  
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2. BP_HACMaster 

 

Editable Variables 

Hand E_Hand Sets which hand this BP should be 

Controller Mesh E_HMD Sets which mesh should be used for displaying controller 

Hand Mesh E_HandMeshes Sets which mesh should be used for displaying hand 

Visibility E_HACVisibility Sets visibility of Hand and Controller 

Optimized Boolean 
‘true’ will load static mesh for controllers,  
‘false’ will load skeletal mesh for controllers 

Overridables in Children BPs with Example 

Load Finished Event Take action after loading everything. 

The default UE4 hand mesh is too big for a normal human hand. That’s why its scaled down to 0,75.  

Setting Optimized true will load static mesh version of controllers for optimization. 

 

Soft Reference 

HAC uses Soft References to load only the necessery assets. Thus, we have to wait for assets to be 

loaded asynchronously to work on them.   

On Begin Play, BP_HACMaster calls Update HAC (Function) to set visibility and start loading. Then, if 

there are no errors and everything is loaded, Load Finished (Event) will be called. You should treat the 

Load Finished (Event) as the Begin Play for your logic. Otherwise, some of your logic might not reach 

their destination.  

For example, if we try to set thumb position before loading is finished, Update Fingers Interface Message 

won’t reach AnimBP_MannequinHand and it will not give you a warning. 
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Update HAC 

 

This function contains everything needed to initilize the BP_HACMaster. So you can use this function in 

runtime to change any settings in HAC. Don’t forget that Load Finished (Event) will always be called 

after this function.  

Visibility = Hands - Only the hands are visible in this mode. Each finger can be blended independently 

and have its own blend speed. Additionally, grabbing system and emotes only works in this mode. 

Visibility = Controllers - Only the controllers are visible in this mode. Every buttons (including 

Thumbsticks) on the controllers are animated. An optimized (non animated static mesh) version can also 

be choosed. 

Visibility = Both - Hands and controllers are both visible in this mode. All fingers are animated for 

buttons. Capacitive buttons are supported too. So when a player touches a capacitive button, 

corresponding finger will only touch the button, not press it. 

Visibility = None - Nothing will be visible in this mode. This could be useful when loading a big level. 

Note: You should always use Update HAC (Function) in BP_VRPawn so your Settings variable is 

updated too. 
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Update Fingers 

 

 

This function sets where each finger will be. 0 extends, 1 curls the fingers while -1 ignores input for that 

finger. All, Just Hands and Just Both are essentially the same thing. Difference is that Just Hands only 

works in Hands visibility, Just Both only works in Both visibility and All works in both. This will be handy if 

you want to use multiple visibility modes in the same application. Otherwise, you can use All. 

Note: In Both visibility mode, 1 will rest the finger on the button for most cases except thumb. Only 

pressing a button will further move the finger.  

For example, on Oculus Quest, Index value of 1 will rest the finger on the trigger, will not fully pull the 

trigger. Pressing the trigger button will further move the finger according to trigger axis.  
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Update Interp Speed 

 

This function sets blend speed for each finger. Animation blend will not work at 0, will be almost instant 

at 10 and will be igroned at -1. Default value is 3,5.  

Note: You might want the Axis Event based animations more responsive and Boolean based animations 

to be slower. Index, Middle, Ring and Pinky are generally tied to Axis Events. While Thumb is tied to a 

Boolean Event. 

 

Emote 

 

When Visibility is Hands, you can do hand emotes. You can find more example emotes in 

"HandsAndControllers/Mannequin/Anims/Emote" 
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Update Buttons (Advanced) 

  

These functions send inputs values to AnimBP_MannequinHand and AnimBPs of controller skeletal 

meshes.  

Note: Capacitive buttons need to be emulated on controllers that don’t have them. This is already set up 

in the content. But if you want to add new controller, you will need to set this up too.  
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GRABBING AND PLACING 
Objects can be grabbed and can be placed to compatible Object Bases. Additionally, Objects can respawn 

at Begin Play Transfom if they meet certain requirements. This can be used on a object that fell from a 

table to respawn on the table so user doesn’t need to kneel down to pick up. 

1. How to Use 

Spawn BP_HAC_Interactable in your pawn to use this feature. How To Use Your Own Pawn 

Create a child of BP_InteractableMaster and use it if you only want to grab the object. 

Create a child of BP_IM_ObjectMaster and use it if you want to grab and place the object. 

Create a child of BP_ObjectBase and use it for as a base to place objects. 
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2. BP_HAC_Interactable 

 

Editable Variables 

No new variable. Same as BP_HACMaster. 

Overridables in Children BPs with Example 

Load Finished Event Take action after loading everything. 

Grabbed Event Take action after an object is grabbed. 

This is a relatively simple BP. It is a child of BP_HACMaster. This BP has Grab (Event) and Release 

(Event) logics already setup.  

Load Finished (Event) is overridden to make sure grabbing is reset on HAC Update. Delete the 

override if you want it the other way.  
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3. BP_InteractableMaster 

 

Editable Variables 

Settings (Required) 

Mesh Static Mesh A static mesh for the object 

Can Interact Boolean ‘true’ if object can be picked up, ‘false’ otherwise 

Start Invisible Boolean ‘true’ if object should start invisible, ‘false’ otherwise 
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Settings | Grab (Required) 

Grab Anim Anim Sequence Grabbing animation for the object 

Relative 
Transform R 

Transform Relative transform of the object when its attached to hand root 

Use Override Boolean 
‘true’ if object should use Override Transform L for left hand,  
‘false’ if object should use Relative Transform R for left hand 

Override 
Transform L 

Transform 
Relative transform of the object when its attached to left hand 
root 

Settings | Respawn (Optional) 

Respawn with 
Height 

Boolean 
‘true’ if object should respawn, 
‘false’ if object should not respawn at all 

Spawn Mesh Static Mesh An optional static mesh that is used in Spawn Efect (Event) 

Destroy Height Float World Z value to trigger Fake Destroy (Event) 

Insta Kill Height Float World Z value to trigger Fake Destroy (Event) 

Overridables in Children BPs with Example 

Drop Event Take action before it starts. 

Dropped Event Take action after Drop finishes. 

Pick Up Function Take action if Pick Up succesful. 

SpawnMeshZ Function Customize Spawn Mesh movement in Spawn Efect (Event) 

This BP contains all the logic for a grabbable object.  
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Settings 

 

Mesh has to have MF_Efect (Material Function) in Emmisive Color of all of its material for Spawn Efect 

(Event) and Destroy Efect (Event) to work as intended. It’s not required so it won’t give any warning if 

its not implemented. 

 

If Start Invisible is true, the object will start hidden and will not be interactable. To make the object 

visible and interactable, Spawn Actor (Event) has to be called. 
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Grab Settings 

 

Every object will need their own Grab Animation and Relative Transform to hand to lerp it smoothly. 

We included an editor script and a Control Rig for finding the transform and to speed up animation 

creation.  

Right click and select “Scripted Actions > Start Interactable Object Setup“ on any static mesh that you 

want to use as a interactable object. This will; 

1- Open Map_Setup map 

2- Spawn the selected Static Mesh into level 

3- Parent SM to Hand 

 

4- Open LS_ControlRig 

Warning: Previous works in the map will be lost if you run this script! Open Map_Setup manually to 

return to previous work. 

Warning: If you want to use Control Rig, 4.25+ is required to export animations.  
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Follow these steps to create animation and find the transfrom.  

1- Find the most natural transform for hand to hold the object and place the fingers. Key frequently 

in LS so you don’t lose progress. Use this transfrom as Relative Transform R. Ignore object’s 

scale, which will be 1,333 (or 1,0 if its Absolute Scale). 

  

2- Place the fingers properly and save the animation by right clicking on MannequinHand_Right and 

clicking Create Anim Seq. Animations should be 1 frame.  

 

Note: Some objects will need different transform for left hand. You can use Use Override and 

Override Transform L for this. 
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Respawn Settings  

 

Event Tick will be enabled if Respawn with Height is ‘true’ and disabled if its ‘false’. It will constantly 

check the object velocity and its World Z is againts Destroy Height and Insta Kill Height.  

If object World Z is less than Insta Kill Height, object will be destroyed (Fake Destroy) immediately. 

If object World Z is less than Destroy Height but greater than Insta Kill Height, logic will wait until 

velocity is 0. Then object will be destroyed (Fake Destroy). 

 

Spawn Mesh is an outline of the object mesh on Z axis. You should use MI_Spawn or a child of it as  

material for effects. Again, its not required so it wont give any warning if its not implemented. 
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Pick Up (Advanced) 

 

Inputs 

Root Scene Component A Scene Component to attach the object to 

Hand E_Hand Hand that wants to grab, for future reference 

Outputs 

Attached Boolean ‘true’ if object can be picked up, ‘false’ otherwise 

Grab Anim Anim Sequence Grabbing animation for the object 

This function attaches the object to the hand and handles physics. It is already set up in 

BP_HAC_Interactable’s Grab (Event).  

Attached will return false if Can Interact is false or Destroying is true. Additionally, if object is 

already grabbed by other hand, Force Release (Event) will be called on the other hand.  

 

Spawn Mesh Z (Advanced) 

 

Spawn Efect (Event) uses this function to move Spawn Mesh on Z axis for the efect. You can override 

this function in children objects to customize its movement. 
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4. BP_IM_ObjectMaster 

 

Editable Variables 

Same variables as BP_InteractableMaster and new variables below. 

Settings | Base Settings (Optional) 

Base Classes 
Array of 
BP_ObjectBase 

Base objects that this object can interact with 

Object Index Integer An index to filter which object could be placed in which base 

Overridables in Children BPs with Example 

Drop Event Take action before it starts. 

Dropped Event Take action after Drop finishes. 

Pick Up Function Take action if Pick Up succesful. 

SpawnMeshZ Function Customize Spawn Mesh movement in Spawn Efect (Event) 

This is a child of BP_InteractableMaster. This BP overrides Drop (Event) for placement logic and has 

overlap events to be able to interact with base objects. 
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5. BP_ObjectBase 

 

Editable Variables 

Mesh Static Mesh Sets Highlight Mesh 

Index Integer An index to filter which object could be placed in which base 

Debug Boolean ‘true’ if Highlight Mesh should be shown in edtor time 

Overridables in Children BPs with Example 

Base Place Effect Event Take action whether placement is succesful or not. 

This is a child of BP_InteractableMaster. This BP overrides Drop (Event) for placement logic and has 

overlap events to be able to interact with base objects. 

 

Settings 

 

Mesh is the same static mesh used in Spawn Mesh in BP_InteractableMaster. BP_ObjectBase will 

override its material to MI_Place.  
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OTHER FEATURES 
1. CustomGM 

 

Editable Variables 

Settings (Required) 

Controller Mesh E_HMD Sets which mesh should be used for displaying controller 

Hand Mesh E_Hand Sets which mesh should be used for displaying hand 

Visibility E_HACVisibility Sets visibility of Hand and Controller 

Optimized Boolean 
‘true’ will load static mesh for controllers,  
‘false’ will load skeletal mesh for controllers 

HMD Mirror E_HMDMirrorMode Sets which mirror mode should be used 

Pixel Density Float A value to use with vr.PixelDensity 

Auto Scroll Boolean ‘true’ will allow Auto Scroll feature to work, ‘false’ will not 

Start Transform Transform A transform to start the pawn at 

A Game Mode BP to spawn and initiliaze the BP_VRPawn. The Settings variable contains the most 

major options. These settings are passed down to BP_VRPawn and BP_HACMaster.  
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Auto Detect 

 

If Controller Mesh is set to AutoDetect, CustomGM will try to find which HMD is connected. If not, 

selected mesh will be used for display. 

Warning: This only works with Oculus HMDs at the moment. Adding other HMDs are possible but we 

don’t know how to identify them. Get HMD Device Name only returns SteamVR for other HMDs.  

Please contact us if you know how to identify them. 

 

Enable VR 

 

This function makes sure VR is enabled and sets Pixel Density. 
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2. BP_VRPawn 

 

Editable Variables 

Settings S_Settings Passed down from GM, contains major settings 

Hold Fade on Start Boolean 
‘true’ if camera should not fade in after SetupGraph is complete, 
‘false’ otherwise 

Fade Duration Float Teleport fade duration 

Fade Color Linear Color A color to use when teleporting 

A VR Pawn has been included to get things up and running out of the box. It can be used in most 

projects as is. In fact, we use a version of this pawn in our projects as well. This pawn shows how you 

can use the content with examples. 

 

Update Laser 

 

Use this function to change which hand has laser to interact with UI and world.  

The lasers check every frame if they are pointed at a child of BPW_Master. If they are, 

AimingAtWidget will be set to true. You can use this to block teleporting, or redirect teleport button to 

widget select so that novice users wont teleport accidentally when they want to interact with UI.  
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3. BP_MotionController 

 

Editable Variables 

Hand E_Hand Sets which hand this BP should be 

Settings S_Settings Passed down from GM, contains major settings 

Laser Boolean ‘true’ if laser should be active, ‘false’ otherwise 

This is a modified version of default VR template’s motion controller. We implemented Laser and 

AutoScroll feature to it. 

 

Auto Scroll 

 

This feature allows you to smoothly scroll VR Console in runtime.  
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4. BPW_Console 

 

Send text to console with specified color from any BP with 1 function. 
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EXPANDING THE CONTENT 
1. How to Add New Hand  
Default UE4 Hand Skeletons 

Any skeletal mesh that uses UE4’s hand skeleton can be used in this content. To add a new hand; 

1- Open E_HandMeshes and add a new enumerator. 

 

2- Open DT_Hands and add a new row.  

Warning: This have to be same with the one entered in E_HandMeshes. 
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3- Fill out hand properties. 

 

Editable Variables 

Hand Mesh SR Skeletal Mesh SR A skeletal mesh for displaying as hand 

Hand Anim BP Anim Instance SR An anim instance for hand 

Loc Offset Vector 
Offset to match UE4_Mannequin's location.  
Finding Hand Offset 

Rot Offset Rotator 
Offset to match UE4_Mannequin's rotation. 
Finding Hand Offset 

Scale Float 
A value to match UE4_Mannequin's 0.75 scale. 
Finding Hand Offset 

Invert If Left 
Hand 

Boolean 
‘true’ if Y axis should be inverted on left hand, 
‘false’ if not 

Invert If Right 
Hand 

Boolean 
‘true’ if Y axis should be inverted on right hand, 
‘false’ if not 

 

Finding Hand Offset 

When using a different Skeletal Mesh for UE4’s hand skeleton, it is not guaranteed that all of them will be 

exactly the same in size. Use Loc Offset, Rot Offset and Scale to match the new Skeletal Mesh to 

UE4_Mannequin. Be aware, if every animation looks good, great! You implemented a new hand without 

too much work. If they don’t look so good, you will need to fine tune animations to look better.  
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Custom Hand Skeletons (Advanced) 

There is no easy way to implement a new skeleton to any system that relies on animations. We 

recommend you to take a look at Marketplace for default UE4 Hand Skeleton compatible meshes. 

Example. In any case, you an follow these steps to add custom hand skeleton. 

1. Custom hand skeletons will need to retarget or recreate every animation in 

“/VRImmersiveHands/HandsAndControllers/Hands/Mannequin/Anims”. A fine-tune to every 

animation might be needed after retargeting. Be aware, this will take a long time. You can create 

a new Control Rig from the one we included for UE4 Hand Skeleton to speed up animation 

creation process.  

2. Retarget AnimBP_MannequinHand. 

3. Make sure to change the bone names in nodes to your hand. 

4. Follow Default UE4 Hand Skeletons. 
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2. How to Add New Controller 

Importing the Mesh (Advanced) 

Adding a new controller to the content is rather easy. To add a new controller mesh; 

1- Find the 3D model for the controller. This usually can be found at manufacturer’s website. 

2- Import the 3D model to Blender and make sure scale is correct. 

3- Set units as following. 

 

4- Separate, rename and parent buttons to Body. Rotate it so forward vector is X+. Name the face 

button closest to the hand as Button1 and further one as Button2. 

  

5- Set each button’s pivot properly. Have a look at the Bones of the controller skeletal meshes 

included in the content for this. A good pivot placement will ease creating pressed button 

animation. There are tools to only change pivot in Blender. Exporting other skeletal meshes and 

having a look at them in Blender will help a lot. The 2 most important things are that you get the 

scale and pivot for the stick right.  
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6- Export it. 

  

7- Import it as Skeletal Mesh and leave Skeleton empty for the first one. If succesful, it will be 

imported as a Skeletal Mesh and a Skeleton will be created for it. You can use same Skeleton for 

Left and Right meshes. 
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Creating Animation Assets (Advanced) 

1- Open the Skeletal Mesh and Create Animation from Current Pose. Name it as Anim_XXX_Idle. 

Where XXX is the name of the controller. 

 

2- Duplicate Anim_XXX_Idle and name it as Anim_XXX_Pressed. 

3- Open Anim_XXX_Pressed, click To Front on timeline and set each button’s transform as though 

they are pressed. Have a look at other pressed anims for reference. Click Key and Apply after 

every button so you don’t lose progress. Click Apply and Save when its done. 
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4- Create a Anim BP for each mesh. 

5- Add BPI_AnimBP to the Anim BP. 

 

6- Copy the Interface Events from another AnimBP. Delete the one that your controller doesn’t have. 

  

7- Copy the Anim Graph nodes from another AnimBP. Change Idle and Pressed anims with new 

ones. Delete the one that your controller doesn’t have. Make sure bone names are correct in 

Layered Blend Per Bone. 

  

8- Modify the Stick 2D part so that X=1, Y=0 tilts the stick on Y+ axis and X=0, Y=1 tilts the stick on 

X+ axis. 
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Adding it to the Data Table (Advanced) 

1- Open E_HMD and add a new enumerator. 

 

2- Open DT_Controllers and add a new row.  

Warning: This have to be same with the one entered in E_HMD. 
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3- Fill out hand properties. We will come back to Hand Transform. 

 

Editable Variables 

Left Controller Skeletal Mesh SR A skeletal mesh for displaying as left controller 

Left Anim BP Anim Instance SR An anim instance for left controller 

Right Controller Skeletal Mesh SR A skeletal mesh for displaying as right controller 

Right Anim BP Anim Instance SR An anim instance for right controller 

LC Optimized Static Mesh SR A static mesh for displaying as left controller 

RC Optimized Static Mesh SR A static mesh for displaying as right controller 

Hand Transform Transform 
Transform for UE4 hand to grab the controller 
Hand Animations 
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Hand Animations (Advanced) 

Here comes the hard part. This part will take a long time and patience. If you want to use Control Rig, 

4.25+ is required to export animations. 

1- Open Map_Setup and put the new mesh in level. 

2- Parent the hand to the controller and set hand’s scale to 0,75. 

3- Open LS_ControlRig and start creating animation. Animations should be 1 frame. 

4- Parent the hand to the controller.  

 

5- Find the most natural transform for hand to hold the controller and place the fingers. Key 

frequently in LS so you don’t lose progress. Use this in Adding it to the Data Table Step 5. 

  

6- Place the fingers properly for Idle and each button. Have a look at other controllers for reference. 

7- Save each animation by right clicking on MannequinHand_Right and clicking Create Anim Seq.  
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8- Open DT_ControllerAnims, add a new row and fill out animations. Warning: This have to be 

same with the one entered in E_HMD. 

 

 

Update Button Functions (Advanced) 

 

Go through each Update Button for each controller button. 
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Input Mappings  

Check if your controller’s inputs are mapped in “Project Settings>Input”. If they are not, add them. 

Note: Gear VR inputs are depricated. For HTC Cosmos, you will need Wave plugin from HTC for inputs. 
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MIGRATING 
1. Cleaning Up Before Migrating 

DemoRoom folder is not needed for the content to work and we recommend you to delete it before 

migrating. Shut down the editor and delete DemoRoom folder manually. It should not give you any 

warning.  

 

2. Migrating Input Mappings  

We wanted this content to be an Asset Pack but it wasn’t possible because we had to include input 

mappings as well. For every migration, you will need to copy and paste the input mappings too. 

1- Open DefaultInput.ini in Config folder. 

2- Copy everything that starts with AxisConfig, ActionMappings and Axis Mappings. Then paste it in 

your project’s DefaultInput.ini in Config folder.  

3- You should now have every input mapping in your Project Settings > Input. 

 

3. Migrating Everything Without GM 

Follow these steps if you want to have every feature but with your own GM.  

1- Right click and migrate VRImmersiveHands folder to your project. Uncheck if editor wants to 

include a folder called /ControRig/Control next to /Game/VRImmersiveHands. These are 

for Control Rig plugin. You don’t need to migrate them.  

2- Open CustomGM and copy the Begin Play (Event) logic to your GM. You should have these 

variables. 

 

3- Replace CustomGM and its Pawn variable in Get Pawn (Function) in BPF_Utilities with yours. 

4- Compile, save and fix up redirectors. There are no reference to CustomGM anymore and you can 

delete it. 
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4. Migrating only VR Pawn and HAC 

Follow these steps if you only want to have VR Pawn and HAC. 

1. Migrating Everything Without GM 

2. Change Left HAC and Right HAC variable from BP_HAC_Interactable to BP_HACMaster in 

BP_VRPawn. 

 

3. Change both Spawn Actor from BP_HAC_Interactable for left and right to BP_HACMaster in 

BP_VRPawn. 

 

4. Delete Grab (Event), Release (Event) and Emote (Macro). 

5. Open, compile and save BPF_Utilities. Restart the editor. Next step will have warnings if you 

skip this. 

6. Delete Grabbing and Placing folder. It will warn you that BP_HAC_Interactable references 

these assets. Include it as well. They should delete without any warning. 

7. Editor sometimes thinks that it successfully deleted files if source control is enabled. But when the 

editor restarts, they would not be deleted. If this happens, make sure every file is not Read-Only 

and source control is disabled. 

8. Follow How To Use Your Own BP_MotionController if you want to use your BP_MotionController. 
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5. How To Use Your Own Pawn 

Follow these steps if you want to use your own pawn. There are 2 ways to do this.  

Reparenting 

1. Migrating Everything Without GM 

2. Delete every component in Components window. 

3. File > Reparent Blueprint in BP_VRPawn and select your pawn. This will make our pawn a 

child of your pawn. 

4. Delete everything you don’t need.  

5. Right click and select Add Call to Parent Function on Event Tick (Event) and Begin Play 

(Event). This will let your logic to continue in BP_VRPawn too.  

 

Migrating the Logic 

1. Migrating Everything Without GM 

2. Change both Spawn Actor from BP_VRPawn to your pawn. 

 

3. Change Pawn variable from BP_VRPawn to your pawn. 

4. Change Pawn output variable of Get Pawn (Function) in BPF_Utilities with yours. 

5. Create exactly the same of Controller Input (Macro), Controller Cap (Macro) and Emote 

(Macro) from BP_VRPawn in your pawn.  

6. Copy Spawn HACs (Event) and everything in Input Graph in BP_VRPawn to your BP. Macros 

will not be pasted. Create the same logic in your pawn. 

7. Compile, save and fix up redirectors. There are no reference to BP_VRPawn anymore and you 

can delete it. 
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6. How To Use Your Own BP_MotionController 

Follow these steps if you want to use your own BP. 

1. Change Left Motion Controller and Right Motion Controller variable from 

BP_MotionController to your BP in BP_VRPawn. 

 

2. Change both Spawn Actor from BP_MotionController for left and right to your BP in 

BP_VRPawn.  

 

3. Delete Widget Interact (Macro) and Update Lasers (Function). 

4. Change remaining references in Tick (Event), Execute Teleportation (Event), Get Rotation 

from Input (Function) and Teleport (Macro) from BP_MotionController to your BP.  

5. Change Left and Right output variables from BP_MotionController to your BP in Get Motion 

Controllers in BPF_Utilities and change remaining references in Rumble (Function) from 

BP_MotionController to your BP. Compile and save. 

 

5- Restart the editor. There are no reference to BP_MotionController anymore and you can delete 

it. 
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